Representations (redacted)
Allbrook Hill
1

--------------- would like to have permission to wait outside her property on the
occasions she has to unload shopping or other items from her small car. -------------------- will find it difficult if she has to park elsewhere and carry her shopping to her
house. Also her neighbours at ------------------------ are elderly and may have the same
problem.
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Stagecoach as a bus company serving this road are in favour of any additional no
parking zones which will make progress of buses through this area easier for our
drivers.

Chestnut Close/Nursery Gardens
1

1. (i) This is an objection by ------------------- of -- Chestnut Close to proposals within
the Borough of Eastleigh (Eastleigh Town centre) (Amendment No.12) Order 2021.
(ii) In particular, we object to the proposals affecting Chestnut Close, whilst noting
that similar circumstances apply in Nursery Gardens.
2. History
Chestnut Close was built on an isolated site off Chestnut Avenue in 1958. It
was a semi-rural environment, with a little commercial development on Chestnut
Avenue. In 1974, the Carrefour (now Asda) Hypermarket was built close by. A
Prohibition of Driving Order was put in place in Chestnut Close to prevent overspill
parking.
In the years since then, substantial offices have been built in Templars Way
and Bournemouth Road, more shops were built in Chestnut Avenue (now Aldi etc),and
a large development has been undertaken by B & Q, effectively the headquarters of
the company.
Houses were built on the site of Rogers Nursery (hence Nursery Gardens),
which were badly affected by vehicles parking all day from the Hampshire Corporate
Park. As a consequence, the Council put in place a Prohibition of Driving Order.
The former Warner Lambert site was developed for offices (Tollgate), a large
car showroom and workshop was built in Chestnut Avenue, and substantial office
blocks were built in Stoney Croft Rise.
With the notable exception of B & Q, most of these offices were built subject to
a planning policy restricting on-site parking. This was in the belief that commuters,
travelling from whatever distance, could be persuaded or cajoled into going to work on
foot, by bicycle, or on public transport. These policies were thought by many people,
including some Members, to be unrealistic and doomed to failure; the best that has
happened is the inauguration of some Park and Ride schemes, which have not been
well supported.
So it is that Chestnut Close (and Nursery Gardens) are surrounded by
commercial developments.
A substantial housing development has occurred, partly in Test Vally district, off
Templars Way. The whole of this is protected from commuter parking by a Controlled
Zone.
3. Current Position
Before the pandemic, it was not unusual to have significant unlawful commuter
parking in Chestnut Close ( still with the occasional Asda shopper). This has

sometimes led to unpleasantness when drivers were spoken to by residents. On one
occasion, the Police had to be called to deal with a serious obstruction when
commuters from offices in Bournemouth Road effectively blocked the street by parking
on both sides.
In the early days, the Police enforced the Prohibition of Driving Order.
However, they say they no longer have the resources to do this. For a time, they
allowed residents to put “official” letters on offending vehicles, but later told us to stop
doing that.
The pandemic has caused a massive rise in working from home. So much so
that we were told that on one day, the multi-storey car park at B & Q had only 60 cars
in it. The daily average in Chestnut Close is about 5 (usually the same cars).
If this were to continue, perhaps we could live with it, leaving no need to do
anything at all.
The fact remains that all surrounding residential roads have protection against
all-day parking:
- Suffolk Drive/Cambridge Drive etc have a Residents Parking Scheme
- Montgomery Way/Guildford Drive/Donnington Drive etc (off Templars Way)
have a Controlled Zone.
- Velmore Road, Castle Lane, Bournemouth Road (service road) and Holland
Close have waiting prohibited for one or two hour(s) a day, which evidently is enough
to prevent all day parking. Velmore Road also has a Prohibition of Driving Order.**
The western end of Castle Lane also has a Prohibition Order.
(vi)
Before the pandemic, we were in discussion with officers about the possibility of
extending the adjoining Residents Parking Scheme. There had also been talk of the
council building a car park off Falklands Road, on part of the old golf course. It was
said that this was not pursued for financial reasons.
4. Future
(i) If any action is to be taken, it should cater for all future scenarios, including a
significant return to office working.
(ii) Removal of the Prohibition of Driving Order would expose us once again to allday parking. This is a real problem for residents and carers trying to go about their
normal lives. There would be a strong possibility of real obstruction affecting
emergency vehicles, tradespeople, and deliveries (much more frequent since the
pandemic).
(iii) no-one here seeks confrontation with the Council. We are confident that, if
allowed, we can work with your officers to find a mutually acceptable solution (see
below). This would depend on your Committee agreeing with us that commuter
parking should not be permitted in Chestnut Close and Nursery Gardens.
5.Preferred Solution
(i)
We are advised that the Police are now unlikely to enforce the Prohibition of
Driving Order.
(ii)
We recognise the downsides, including cost, of a Residents Parking Area.
(iii) The solution of a single yellow line to prevent all-day parking is our preferred
solution. The actual time(s) of the restriction could be set after consultation with
residents, taking account of carer visiting times, convenience of enforcement etc.
6. Conclusion
(i)
Everyone around us is protected from this nuisance, but not us. How can the
Council now say that commuter parking on our residential streets should be
allowed (even encouraged)?
(ii). We absolutely cannot see how the proposals meet the Statement Of Reasons
given in the Order. How do they avoid danger to persons or traffic? - the road will be

busier. How do they facilitate passage of vehicular traffic? - the street will be narrowed
by parked vehicles. How do they preserve or improve the amenities of the area? - it
will be cluttered up with cars. There is no existing right for commuters to park here.
(iii) The Committee is requested to do one of the following:
(a) Take no action at all
(b) Defer the matter until such time as interested parties can actually sit round a
table and come to a conclusion.
(c) authorise your officers to consult remotely with residents regarding moving
forward with the single yellow line proposal.
Thank you for you consideration
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Sorry for strongly disagreeing with your proposal and response to my neighbour
colleagues who have put forward a reasonable proposal which affects us living in this
quiet street with a family atmosphere.
I am a surgeon and do oncall. I deal with complex needs of individuals in the
community and I do not want to start my day stressed trying to negotiate my car out of
my drive with unknown people coming and parking their cars in our street while
worrying who they are and what their motive is on the street.
Please reconsider your plan and save our street from the parking menace of
different people.
As majority of our street residents have needs which revolve around their families,
friends and care workers to visit, your proposal will severely affect their needs and God
forbid, might even be responsible for serious harm
I am writing to reinforce the objections made by our neighbors to the proposed
changes to parking in Chestnut Close.
Whilst the current Prohibition of Driving Order does not prevent the persistent
commuters from unlawfully parking in Chestnut Close all day, it does seem to deter the
majority. I understand that the Police do not have the capacity to enforce this
prohibition, however the current situation, whilst tolerable, is better than the most
recent proposal.
The new proposal will undoubtedly cause a parking free-for-all by commuters to the
nearby offices who choose to park inconsiderately. Resulting in higher levels of traffic
in a confined area, further access and egress challenges to residents, service
providers and fundamentally would delay the emergency services when they are
needed by our friends and neighbors.
My wife and I are both paramedics and know all too well that inconsiderate parking,
whilst often considered trivial, can ultimately be the difference between life and death.
Obstructing vehicular access can delay life or property saving interventions by our
colleagues in the emergency services. In the last two months we have had both
Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service and South Central Ambulance Service in
attendance in the close.
Furthermore, as a paramedic for the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Air Ambulance, if I
am delayed getting to work due to not being able to drive out of our close, then it could
mean that the Air Ambulance is offline and unable to provide critical care to people of
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight when they need it most.
All surrounding residential roads have schemes in place which protect against all day
parking. I sincerely hope that we, (the residents of Chestnut Close) and the Council

can work together to achieve a pragmatic solution for all parties involved.
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Please accept this email as objection to the proposals within the Borough of Eastleigh
(Eastleigh Town Centre)(Amendment No.12) Order 2021.
This objection is in reference to the proposed changes to Chestnut Avenue of which I am a
resident.
In reference to the 'no waiting at any time', 5m shown by red line, I would not be opposed if this
is on the basis of safety to ensure that parking is a further 5m from the junction, but there is no
mention of safety requirement.

In reference to the 'no waiting Mon-Fri 9-11am' (shown in blue) I strongly object to the proposed
change on the basis of no identified benefit, but significant negative impact for residents.




There has never been a problem that I'm aware of with parking and other traffic being
able to use the turning. (There is no benefit from this change).
The limited road space is used by the neighbours at the end of the close, specifically at
the time specified, for the inevitable shuffling of cars from driveways as people ready for
work, (The change would significantly negatively impact residents).
The space is the only close area for residents at the bottom of the close for visitors to
park. I should say this is rare and used sparingly but is essential. (again the proposed
change would negatively impact residence.)

On Street parking is particularly important to residents at the end of the close.
In reference 'parking place 2 hrs, no return within 4' (shown by yellow square with red edging), I
object on the grounds of no identified benefit.



Residents, visitors, deliveries etc already have the ability to park
There are no short term facilities within easy reach, only offices and supermarkets with
their own parking are close by.

There is no benefit to residents or close facility users to support this change.
One of the main reasons I moved to chestnut close was the availability of on street parking. I'm
mindful of other residence and always park on my drive when possible, but on street parking is
essential (while not often used) for occasional family/friend visitors who may stay during the
week or weekend, trades people, or simply parking my own car at the top of the close to ensure
I can get to work when there are snow warnings.
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As such I would virulently oppose any time based parking restrictions for Chestnut Close.
I am the owner of -- Chestnut Close which I purchased in 1972 and subsequently rebuilt in
1996/7. I am writing to strongly object to the above Borough of Eastleigh ( Eastleigh Town
Centre) (Amendment No: 12 ) Order 2021.
Chestnut Close was built on an isolated site off Chestnut Avenue in 1958. It was a semi-rural
environment, with a little commercial development on Chestnut Avenue. In 1974, the Carrefour
(now Asda) Hypermarket was built close by. A Prohibition of Driving Order was put in place in
Chestnut Close to prevent overspill parking
Over the last 45 years substantial Commercial development has taken place namely Tollgate
Business Park. Three very large office blocks in Stoney Croft Drive, B & Q Head Office and the
BMW car showroom and associated workshops.
Most of these offices were built subject to a planning policy restricting on site parking, This of
course has meant that they are unable to provide sufficient on site parking for all there staff,
with the result that some of their commuting staff are parking all day Monday to Friday in the
surrounding residential roads including Chestnut Close.
It is not unusual to have significant unlawful unpleasantness when drivers hhave been spoken
to by residents about commuter parking in Chestnut Close ( still with the occasional Asda
shopper)
This has sometimes led to. On one occasion, the Police had to be called to deal with a serious
obstruction when commuters from offices in Bournemouth Road effectively blocked the street
by parking on both sides.
In the early days, the Police enforced the Prohibition of Driving Order. However, they say they

no longer have the resources to do this. For a time, they allowed residents to put “official”
letters on offending vehicles, but later told us to stop doing that
Velmore Road, Castle Lane, Bournemouth Road (service road) and Holland Close have waiting
prohibited for one or two hour(s) a day, which evidently is enough to prevent all day
parking. Velmore Road also has a Prohibition of Driving Order.** The western end of Castle
Lane also has a Prohibition Order.
Removal of the Prohibition of Driving Order would expose us once again to all-day
parking. This is a real problem for residents and carers trying to go about their normal lives.
There would be a strong possibility of real obstruction affecting emergency vehicles,
tradespeople, and deliveries which are much more frequent since the pandemic.
The adoption of proposed Borough of Eastleigh ( Eastleigh Town Centre ) (Amendment No: 12 )
Order 2021, as it currently exists would in no way improve the parking situation in Chestnut
Close, quite the contrary it would make matters much worse by allowing legal unrestricted all
day parking both sides of the road for any part of the road without a single yellow line with
restricted parking prohibited for one or two hour(s) a day,
The solution of a single yellow line to prevent all-day parking is our preferred solution. The
actual time(s) of the restriction could be set after consultation with residents, taking account of
carer visiting times, and convenience of enforcement
I absolutely cannot see how the proposals meet the Statement Of Reasons given in the
Order. How do they avoid danger to persons or traffic? - the road will be busier. How do they
facilitate passage of vehicular traffic? - the street will be narrowed by parked vehicles. How do
they preserve or improve the amenities of the area? - it will be cluttered up with cars. There is
no existing right for commuters to park here.
Please take all the above into consideration in order to maintain this quiet residential road for
our mostly elderly residents
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My neighbour ----------- has shared the correspondence you had with him yesterday so
I am writing to add my very strong support to the comments he has made regarding
your proposals to alter the current traffic regulations in Chestnut Close.
There is a long-standing issue of unwelcome & obstructive long term parking in this
street, but not (as far as I am aware) an issue of short term parking for residents'
visitors. If the existing regulation was properly enforced it would resolve the current
problem; if you revise the regulations as you propose then it will simply make the
imagined problem a reality for the parts of the street which then become unregulated.
Having had a quick look around other local streets, I noted that Bournemouth
Rd/Holland Close, Castle Lane and Velmore Rd all have a single yellow line with
limited prohibition (eg Mon-Fri 10-11 am) whilst Templars Mede is (like us) only
protected by an 'except for access' prohibition, there were no cars parked there. If the
authorities really are incapable of enforcing the existing regulations (How does it work
in Templars Mede?), then I suggest that the limited time restriction might be the most
effective alternative solution. I myself received a fixed penalty for contravening an
'except for access' sign some years ago, but it wasn't in Hampshire.
If you implement the proposals as currently outlined, I am certain that the difficulties we
are already experiencing will only get worse. I agree that the 'no waiting at any time'
extension at the junction with Chestnut Ave is sensible on safety grounds, but your
other proposals are ill conceived and will only add to the current problem of obstructive
parking. I urge you to review this.
Just to clarify the situation I live at -- Chestnut Close, which is at the very bottom of the
street and the most distant property from the entrance at Chestnut Avenue. My
particular concerns in relation your proposals, in order of priority are:

1. safe egress and access between my house and Chestnut Avenue 24/7 for
vehicles and pedestrians
2. that an unobstructed route and stopping location for Emergency, Service &
Delivery vehicles is available
3. access and reasonably convenient parking on the street for occasional visitors
to my house (not at the opposite end of the close)
4. the ability to park cars on the street in close proximity to my property on the rare
occasions my private drive is unavailable.
5. obviously I also want all of my other neighbours to share in the enjoyment of
these everyday requirements.
I have lived here for nearly 30 years, but for the last 5 to 10 of those the impact of
unwelcome/obstructive parking by those with no business in the close has steadily
grown. As explained in my previous message to you there is no doubt that the
measures you are proposing can only lead to a worsening of this situation.
Your justification for the proposals appears to be based on the premise that commuters
have an entitlement to park in Chestnut Close. Can we be clear that they absolutely
DO NOT. The signs at the top of the close prohibit access to the street for all vehicles
except those requiring access to (or having business with) the properties on it. There
can be no doubt that the intention when this was introduced here and on other adjacent
streets was to prevent exactly the problem we are recently experiencing. I disagree
that it is ineffective, I am sure that some potential parkers are deterred by the signage,
the problem is that it is not as effective as it should be because the authorities we
expect to enforce it (ie local & county councils and police) are collectively
unwilling/incapable of doing so. Consequently the less respectful and more determined
element of the commuter community will take some delight in contravening the
objective of the prohibition because they know the worst penalty will be the wrath of the
residents who are prevented from going about their daily business.
If there really is no way of making the existing regulations work as they were intended
to, and I can assure you from first-hand experience that receiving a fixed penalty
certainly focuses minds, then I absolutely object to any proposal to remove the existing
regulation unless an adequate alternative deterrent is in place. As previously stated,
the single yellow line with a minimal restriction during the working week would seem to
be the least unpalatable option. Your proposal to leave the majority of the street
unregulated can only lead to chaos.
Do not hesitate to call me if you would like to discuss any of this in greater detail. A
large number of my neighbours share these concerns, perhaps a site meeting (socially
distanced of course) might be the best next step.
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Your arrangements for Chestnut Close do not give any protection for residents whom live in the close.
What is needed is for signage to stop all day parking in the close by several cars every day.
By putting signs at the top end of close with restrictions on parking Mon-Fri between 9am to 11am.
For safety we still need your extension to red lines on corner of Chestnut Avenue/Chestnut Close.
This will give better access for your service vehicles and also for other vehicles serving the close.
Let hope we can resolve the issues between whose responsible for the illegal parking in the close over last
ten years
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There has been a long term issue faced by residents, of local workers using parts of
Chestnut Close as an all-day parking space. This disrupts our quiet family orientated
road and reveals the inadequacy of parking provision for their workers provided by their
employers.
You are now proposing to create four short stay parking spaces near the entrance to
the Close with the intention of alleviating parking problems for those visiting houses in

the Close. You are also proposing to introduce a ‘no waiting at any time’ at the far end
of the Close. Whereas the no waiting area will be beneficial to enable cars to turn
around at the end of the Close, it is my belief that the short-term parking bays will not
achieve their intention, but rather they will result in moving the inappropriate parking of
worker’s vehicles further into the Close. The road is narrow, and as a result of this
proposal, if implemented, it will, in all likelihood, cause the Close to become a single
lane road without passing places.
I know that I, and other residents feel strongly that appropriate dialogue should have
been initiated by you prior to submitting this proposal. I am sure that through such
dialogue, practical and sensible proposals could be drawn up which address local
concerns rather than add to them.
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Please accept this email as a formal objection to the proposal (as I was unable to
access the ‘comments’ form on the Eastleigh Borough Council website due to
technical errors at your end).
I would like to add my name to the objection raised with regard to your proposal for
parking changes in Chestnut Close. I concur with my fellow neighbours
In reply to your letter that we received regarding proposed waiting and parking
restrictions in Nursery Gardens, Chandlers Ford. This letter is to confirm that we
support these proposed plans 100%
Dear Sir/ Madam,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the referenced Traffic Regulation
Order which I have listed as follows:
1. The proposed parking place presents a 'blind spot' to The Oaklands residents when
negotiating a right turn into Nursery Gardens (i.e. no visual line of sight and impact of
the angle of the sun during winter months).
2. The proposed parking place presents a 'bottleneck' restriction at the narrowest
section of the road and at the top of an incline.
3. There is no 'Give Way' on Red Lodge and therefore vehicles negotiating a right turn
into Nursery Gardens will be directly impacted by (i) proposed parked vehicles and (ii)
vehicles attempting to negotiate a right turn into Red Lodge.
4. Road surface conditions along the incline of Nursery Gardens and at its junction with
Red Lodge are hazardous during subzero temperatures (snow / ice). Light vehicles
(non 4x4) loose control at this incline of the road and safe passage will be impeded by
the proposed parking place.
5. Heavy traffic (e.g. articulated lorries, waste collection trucks) will not be afforded a
sufficient turning circle when entering Nursery Gardens from Red Lodge. Such vehicles
will be required to drive on the pavement opposite the proposed parking place.
6. The proposed parking place is introducing a one-way system too close to a road
junction with no prior warning to incoming users (i.e. mirrors, give-way signage,
restricted entrance signage).
7. Cyclists travelling along Red Lodge and turning left into Nursery Gardens will be
impacted by the proposed parking place with no safe egress. Eastleigh Borough
Council are advised to consider the introduction of suitable and sufficient parking within
the woodlands area between Red Lodge and the adjacent cycle path.
Please let me know whether you require any further collaboration on this matter as I
am happy to assist.

Crestwood View
1

The residents only have one space per household, hence why residents have to park
on the road because most families have more than one car. Where are the residents
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and/or visitors expected to park if this is enforced as there is no where to park nearby.
I am objecting to this proposal for Crestwood view due to the limited parking on this
estate, residents park on these areas as there is nowhere else to park. There is only
one space allocated to each residence, and the climate we are in there is usual a
minimum of two cars and often more per property. I understand with the larger vehicles
it is hard to navigate through, but there needs to be consideration of where else
these vehicles are going to park?
understand why this needs to be undertaken but I have concerns as to where the cars
will be parked. Has this been considered as this will only cause issues with people
using designated visitors spaces. Developments are not designed with enough parking,
this is what needs to addressed
A well thought out plan. Being a compromise on number of much needed parking spots
and access to the under arch car parks...
We are lucky that we only have one car which we can park on our driveway. However,
the new restrictions would mean that our visitors would have nowhere to park. There is
no provision whatsoever in Crestwood View for visitor parking and there are not any
alternatives nearby. We also fail to see how our neighbours that have more cars than
allocated spaces (which is a large number) will be able to park. There's also nothing
nearby that would cause people that aren't visitors or residents to park here (shops,
offices etc).
Although cars do park down both sides it is very rare that this causes an obstruction.
Where is the council proposing the residents to park if this parking restriction is put into
place?
There is only one parking space allocated to each household, which in modern living is
very unrealistic given that the majority of households will have more than one car.
This estate does not have a shared carpark or indeed any nearby parking as the estate
is solitary to other roads/residential areas. Is the council going to invest in creating an
area for parking for the residents of Crestwood view, or even suggest where they could
park close by which wouldn't intrude on other streets and homes?
It is unacceptable to restrict these areas from parking without any inference as to
where the residents of Crestwood View and visitors could park as an alternative, when
households have been provided with only one parking space per house. The
overparking in Crestwood View has gone on for years and has never been an issue to
the council until now. This problem is caused by the council and development
companies agreeing on development plans for new housing estates that simply do not
provide enough parking for the residents of these homes being built in the 21st century.
Bin lorries do already manage to come through crestwood view with no problems. This
proposal would cause major parking problems for those who will not be able to park
and will therefore be utilising the spaces of others which there is already to few.
I would like to object to the TRO relating specifically to the impact this will have on
Crestwood View where I am a property owner.
The reason you state for the TRO is to enable easier passage of larger vehicles which
can be inhibited by cars parking on either side of the road. Am I correct this is primarily
driven by the impact on bin lorries as these are operated by Eastleigh Council rather
than private delivery vehicles? The reason for this is a problem with the design of the
roads within this small housing estate which Eastleigh Borough Council would have
approved through the planning system and therefore this a problem that could have
been avoided. I believe in general there is only provision for one vehicle per household
with very limited additional visitor capacity. However, in general the properties are
occupied by households with more than one vehicle and therefore parking on the road
is required, particularly around the flats at the entrance to the estate. By
implementing the TRO you will further reduce the available space for parking making
this problem worse. Given the estate was constructed in 2007 now changing the
parking regulations retrospectively seems very soon and reflects badly on the grant of
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planning permission and associated conditions at the time.
It does seem that moving from no restrictions to what I believe are double yellow lines
is very drastic and the issue you are seeking to resolve could be addressed by a more
proportionate approach. Although I would also object due to the impact upon my
household, surely daytime restrictions during the working week would be sufficient as
this is when bin lorries are operating and the majority of delivery vehicles are active.
Has this option been considered and why has it not been proposed? I wonder if the
additional cost of signage is a factor.
Please can you provide evidence that you have properly assessed the impact of your
proposals and minutes of the meeting(s) where this proposal was agreed by the
council, I would like this recognised as a formal request under the Freedom of
Information Act. I cannot see where the displaced vehicles which are causing the issue
you are seeking to resolve will be parked. At present there are no nearby alternatives,
Woodside Avenue currently has no parking restrictions so I would fear people are
tempted to park there. This would raise safety concerns as it is a 40mph road with
significant traffic volumes including large lorries, buses and a route for emergency
services vehicles from the nearby ambulance station to the northbound M3. Beyond
that vehicles maybe displaced to the roads to the west of Woodside Avenue.
I also fear that your proposals reducing the amount of available parking will mean
visitors to properties on the estate may not be able to park close by, and along with
making parking for households with a second vehicle more challenging would reduce
the potential value of my property should I choose to move home.
Finally, although on reading the TRO regulations it seems the very limited publicity of a
laminated notice on a telegraph pole is in line with the requirements it seems poor that
you are not required to contact residents who will be directly impacted on an individual
basis. I do not think this is sufficient to ensure you have appropriately allowed all those
affected to realise what is proposed and allow them to comment.
I think this badly thought through proposal will make the current situation worse. I look
forward to a response to my queries and a recognition of my objection.
Please let me start by saying that the Statement of Reasons states for Crestwood View
“Currently vehicles are frequently parked on both sides of the road and at junctions
within Crestwood View, which restricts or prevents access for larger vehicles.”. This is
just NOT true along the section of Crestwood View after turning left as it’s NOT
possible to park on both sides, or even on one side along much of this section of
Crestwood View. This alone indicates that this statement is inaccurate and therefore
the proposals which have been developed to overcome this statement are way over
and above what is needed along much of Crestwood View.
Why have these proposals been made throughout the whole of Crestwood View? They
are completely and utterly pointless on the section after turning left as they just run
along the front of existing driveways where nobody ever currently parks! This section of
Crestwood View is NEVER blocked, well I’ve never seen it to be so in 13 years of living
here. I challenge anyone to justify the parking restrictions running throughout most of
this section of Crestwood View!
We live in number -- so are well placed to witness pretty much all of the vehicular
movements along this section of Crestwood View and I have never seen a delivery
vehicle not be able to make a delivery and we have NEVER had any delivery
problems. Only this week we have had deliveries from both Ikea and Curry’s and both
of these had very large delivery vehicles. Both delivered on time as expected.
I am aware that the refuse collection vehicle has had a handful of access issues over
the years, however these have been very few and far between and the last time our bin
was not emptied was so long ago that I can’t actually recall when it was! Does this
justify such an extent of 24hr parking restrictions? Of course not.
The reason why cars park on both sides of the road in the first section of Crestwood
View is because they have NOWHERE else to go. The residential parking provided by
Bellway is now far less than demand requires and therefore residents have no other
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option than to park in the road once the off road residential parking areas are full. They
have NO other option. Where else can they go? Do you want them to park in Woodside
Avenue? Again, of course not. Having cars parked on both sides of the first section of
Crestwood View really helps with traffic speeds. The parked vehicles do a fantastic job
by way of traffic calming. During the daytime when very few vehicles are parked along
the first section of Crestwood View (another reason why 24hr parking restrictions are
not required), vehicles drive a lot faster into and along this section of Crestwood
View…and this includes delivery vehicles. This will only get worse should 24hr parking
restrictions be introduced. Has anyone thought about this?
The main point which causes access issues is the pinch point just as one turns left into
the second section of Crestwood View. This is due to the narrowing of the running
carriageway at this point and because residents often park on both sides of the road
immediately adjacent to it when they are left with nowhere else to go. This just
exacerbates things further. Has anyone considered the removal of this pinch point?
Removal of this pinch point and very local parking restrictions at this point and nearby
may well resolve most, if not all, of the current access issues. It doesn’t need
wholesale restrictions throughout the whole of Crestwood View which will cause
unnecessary problems for many.
I would also like to take this opportunity to state that the area immediately in front of my
property is the only place in Crestwood View where large vehicles are able to turn
around. This includes the refuse collection vehicle. If a vehicle is parked immediately in
front of my property it really hampers vehicles trying to turn around as they are parked
in the way of these turning movements. I myself have had my own vehicle hit 3 times in
the past couple of years by vehicles turning around, therefore I must implore that the
current gap in the proposals immediately in front of my property is closed up should
anything proceed, which I’m pretty confident it won’t due to the points raised above.
To finish I would just like to say that the current proposals are very excessive in trying
to overcome a minor access issue. An issue which may well be resolved easily by way
of removing the pinch point and installing local restrictions just at that point. Yes this
will cost more, however it will have hugely less impact upon on the residents. I implore
you to at least consider this as an option as I genuinely do feel that this area is the
problem point. It’s just not fair on residents to install 24hr no waiting restrictions
throughout the whole of Crestwood View, especially as there are no current problems
along a huge amount of the extent of these parking proposals.
Introducing a No Waiting system in this road will be devastating for the residents. The
properties were already built with poor parking, most of the vehicles parked on the
areas where you are looking to implement these restrictions belong to the residents.
There is no other parking available, there are no other roads close by so there will be
no where at all for residents to park their vehicles. Some properties have one allocated
parking space, but families with more than one car will have nowhere.
If these restrictions are introduced then my family will have no option but to move
home. I have already spoken to one other resident who has said the same. The people
who park in this road generally live here, it's not as though people are parking here to
go somewhere else.
I assume that you will be posting your proposals to each property, but I strongly
suggest that you cancel these plans with immediate effect.
I strongly disagree with the councils proposed waiting restrictions in Crestwood View
Eastleigh.
There is already next to no parking on such a poorly designed estate. Where are we
supposed to park our vehicles once this has been introduced !
Why was this estate allowed in the first place with such a poor design ?
Why should we now be penalised for having to live here, it is already terrible for
parking and now you want to take away 50% of available spaces ! Are you serious !

12

I’m writing to inform you that I’m aware of the proposed “No waiting at any time
lines”are being put in place on our road Crestwood view Eastleigh, I’m slightly
concerned as there will be no parking for people that have more than one car and feel
that it is only busy during the day time due to people working from home during this
pandemic, I also feel that maybe single yellow lines could be considered as to double
yellow lines and a weekday only restriction so we could park evenings and weekends.
Thank you for taking time to acknowledging my email.

13

I live at -- Crestwood View, SO50 4NF, where there is a plan to put a 'No Waiting At
Any Time' restriction in place. I assume this means double yellow lines but I'd be
grateful for clarity on this.
I understand the issue here, and I have observed the refuse collectors skilfully navigate
their van down our narrow road. However I think it will cause a parking issue for us
residents, which I won't go into as I'm sure you're aware of the implications.
Therefore I wonder if you would consider some other options before pursuing this:
1) As the issue relates to the refuse collection and large delivery vehicles, could there
be a daytime restriction only, so that residents/visitors can park in the evening and
weekends?
2) Could the space next to 53 be left unrestricted? This still leaves ample room for
vehicles to safely use the road (my house looks directly on to this junction so I've
observed the traffic flow and believe this wouldn't impede it).
3) Could there be a trial period of the restriction to see if it works for both the Council
and the Residents?
I'd be really grateful if you could consider the above options so we can come to a
resolution which works for all parties.

14

I am writing to raise an objection to Eastleigh Borough Council's proposal to cover most
of Crestwood View with double yellow lines.
Whilst I do understand there is some need for parking restrictions in this development I
feel strongly that double yellow lines are not the way forward. The Council's planning
department signed off with the builders of this development twelve years ago, allowing
it to be built with an incredibly narrow service road for over 80 dwellings and as well as
that,signing off on 1 parking space to 1 bed apartments through to 4 bedroom
townhouses and very little visitor parking.
In this regard, now twelve years later, proposing to put in double yellow lines is unjust
and unfair on the residents, particularly in the entrance road. People bought their
homes here looking at the roads and knowing that a second car could be parked if
needed. f this goes ahead there will be no yellow lines on the right which fits about 6
cars for all residents in the road. Also the people that live in these apartments and
houses on the right side will suffer with not being able to park outside their own homes
with their second car and also face undoubtedly a level of aggression from people
wanting to park in the development. And yes, planning department, as you are well
aware, people do generally have two cars and also post Covid should reasonably
expect to have a visitor now and then and yes normally visitors will have a car.
I propose in the sense of fairness and reasonableness, a single yellow line should be
strongly considered with a parking restriction between the hours of 8 a.m. and 6 pm.

Monday to Friday to allow residents and their visitors to be able to park outside their
homes. Alternatively, like in most of Eastleigh, parking permits would also be a good
alternative. One per household. That would prevent the residents who park 3 cars or
more from one household (and there are several) on the road but also be fair to the
residents who have the standard two cars per household.

Stoneham Lane
1

I do support the "no waiting at any time" restriction on Stoneham Lane in general since
it is a road that parked vehicles can cause problems on especially where it is narrow
or on one of the bends. I write as the Rector of St Nicolas Church to lodge an objection
on the basis that the blanket restrictions proposed would prevent a hearse stopping at
the Lych Gate of the church to allow a coffin to be brought from there to the church for
funerals. It would also prevent brides from arriving at, and newly married couples
departing from, the Lych Gate. The Lych Gate on Stoneham Lane is the traditional and
still used entrance to the churchyard for both weddings and funerals. Guests for
weddings and funerals (and all other church services and events) park in the church
car park rather than on Stoneham Lane so I wonder if it would be possible to have an
exemption for "official vehicles" such as hearses or wedding limosines for a limited
time? Such an exemption would only be used occasionally under 20 times per year on
current figures) and for a short time on each occasion but I don't think it's right that
traffic restrictions should prevent traditional access to the church for local people on
these special occasions. I'm very happy to discuss this further if any more information
might help come to a decision that allows this use of the Lych Gate to continue.

2

On behalf of Bluestar buses we support this parking restriction which will greatly
improve journey time reliability as buses will not have to negotiate parked vehicles on
this section of highway and will also go towards general journey time savings as part of
the transforming cities project for this route. We wholeheartedly support these
restrictions.

